English Home Learning
Tuesday 2nd June 2020
Create a menu for your dream restaurant

For this you need to include a short blurb/summary about what your restaurant is like
and where you will find it. You can sell whatever food you wish; be as creative as you
can.
You will need to think of 3 starters, 3 mains and 3 desserts.
For example:

5oz beef burger, topped with marshmallows served in a bowl of ice-cream. £6.99
Try to use EXPANDED NOUN PHRASES to add description to your writing.

Decorate your menu with pictures of your food and make it look fantastic.
Tips:
What are ‘expanded noun phrases’?
Expanded noun phrases are there to make your writing more exciting and create a
picture in the readers’ head. One way to achieve this is to use a variety of adjectives
(describing words) to describe nouns (person, place or thing).
Look at the table below to see how ‘expanded noun phrases’ might be used by children
of different ages. It’ll give you an idea of what I’d expect in your writing.
Year 1: some use of
adjective. Mostly
related to size or colour
Year 2: beginning to
select better adjectives
and amend existing
adjectives
Year 3: More nouns are
expanded in a text.
Adjectives are chosen
with more care for
some nouns (not all).
Year 4:

car

pie

castle

the red car

an apple pie

the tall castle

the speedy, red car

a yummy, apple pie

the tallest castle

the speedy, red sports
car

a delicious apple pie
a scrumptious apple pie

the enormous castle

the demon-red Ferrari

a scrumptious,
steaming-hot apple tart

the sleek Ferrari
Year 4 – part 2

the sleek Ferrari with
golden door handles

a delectable apple pie
a delectable apple pie
from the bakery

the gargantuan fortress
the gargantuan fortress
in the forest

Here is an example of a menu from my favourite restaurant!

This is from Hickory’s and I ALWAYS choose the Southern Fried Chicken Burger. Have a
look for the expanded noun phrases in the description. YUM!

